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New High-Stakes Archaeological Thriller 
from Don Hoesel

With his new thriller, Blood and Bone, author Don Hoesel delivers another exciting adventure  
featuring biblical archaeologist Jack Hawthorne. First introduced in Elisha’s Bones, Hawthorne 
finds himself drawn back into the world of international intrigue when Elisha’s bones resurface. 
As a nail-biting race to recover the bones ensues, the now married Jack and Espy will have to 
decide the fate of the bones once and for all—and it won’t be an easy choice.

A decade after Serpent of Moses, Jack is back teaching at Evanston University. He and Espy are 
married with two kids, one of whom has cystic fibrosis. Their comfortable life is flipped upside down, 
however, when the CIA uncovers the secret of Elisha’s bones. Determined to protect the truth, Jack 
decides to do what he should have done long ago: recover the bones and destroy them. Except they 
aren’t where he left them. 

Now, for the last time, Jack and Espy are in a race to find the bones before powerful adversaries. But 
when the time comes, will Jack be able to destroy the only thing that could heal his son?

“Hoesel has substantial writing talent.”
—Publishers Weekly

“Suspense is built layer by layer with conspiracies, ancient symbols,  
and a personal wrestling match between doubt and faith.”

—TitleTrakk.com about Elisha’s Bones

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Don Hoesel, the acclaimed author of four novels, including Elisha’s Bones and Serpent of 
Moses, lives in Spring Hill, Tennessee, with his wife and two children. Don holds a  
bachelor’s degree in mass communication from Taylor University. Learn more at  
donhoesel.com.
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